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Abstract - Plant diseases significantly impact global agriculture, leading to substantial production losses and economic 

consequences. Timely disease detection can enhance crop yield, optimize resource utilization, reduce costs, and mitigate 

environmental effects, ultimately ensuring high-quality food production. Deep learning, specifically computer vision-based 

techniques, have proven invaluable in tasks like image classification, segmentation, and object detection. Deep Learning techniques 

such as You Only Look Once (YOLO) models are state of the art neural network algorithms used for accurate object detection. In 

this study, YOLOv5, YOLOv7 and YOLOv8 models were trained on CCL’20 dataset for citrus disease detection. Data 

augmentation techniques such as image translation, image scaling, flip, mosaic augmentations were implemented to improve the 

models’ performance during training phase. The model performance was evaluated using metric such as Mean Average Precision 

at 50% to 95% Intersection over Union score i.e. mAP@50-95. The results show that YOLOv8 model performs better than other 

variants and offers significant improvements over the benchmark performance from previous studies. The final hyper-parameter 

tuned model achieved 96.1% mAP@50-95 on testing data for citrus disease detection and mAP@50-95 of 95.3%, 96.0% and 97.0% 

for detection of Anthracnose, Melanose and Bacterial Brown Spot diseases, respectively. The trained model was able to detect 

single and multiple instances of same or different disease in an image showing the potential of recent YOLO models. The trained 

YOLOv8 model is deployed on Roboflow platform. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Agriculture plays a pivotal role in bolstering a nation's economic growth, predominantly by increasing crop production. 

The early identification of plant diseases assumes an even more critical role in preserving global health [1]. Early 

detection facilitates timely intervention, mitigating the adverse effects that can be financially burdensome for farmers, 

entailing crop losses, increased pesticide consumption, and reduced yields. Beyond its significance in providing 

sustenance for human consumption, agriculture also serves as a primary source of livestock feed and raw materials 

for the food processing industry. Plants represent the quintessential energy source, offering both nutrition and 

therapeutic benefits. In the context of agriculture, the detection of plant diseases assumes paramount importance due 

to the potential for diseases to strike at any stage during crop cultivation, resulting in substantial losses in both crop 

productivity and financial value [2].  

Plant diseases cause 10% to 16% global agriculture production losses which cost the global economy an estimated 

amount of $220 billion [3]. Food production must be increased up to 70 percent until 2050 to feed the entire world 

population [4]. The burden of crop production losses weighs most heavily on African countries, with estimates ranging 
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from 20% to 40% [5]. Plant diseases, climate change and scarcity of land for agriculture are the main factors leading 

towards food security issues which has become a global concern.  

Precision Agriculture, with its utilization of technology, data, and automation, strives to enhance crop yield production, 

optimize resource usage, minimize costs, and reduce environmental impacts. Furthermore, Precision Agriculture 

empowers farmers to conserve precious resources such as water, fertilizers, and pesticides by pinpointing specific 

field areas requiring attention at the right time. Plant disease detection at early and further growing stages can help the 

farmers to identify the infected fields and support efficient utilization of resources. Moreover, the integration of plant 

disease detection with Precision Agriculture Technologies (PATs) facilitates the use of Variable Rate Technology 

(VRT) among growers, enabling targeted resource allocation and maximizing crop yield production. 

The traditional method of plant disease detection through physical field surveys is time-consuming and labor-intensive, 

rendering it nearly impossible for humans to comprehensively assess large field areas. The considerable diversity in 

leaf attributes, including shape, size, color, position, and lighting conditions, compounds the complexity of providing 

an effective and efficient automated solution. Conventional machine learning methods have fallen short in disease 

detection effectiveness [2]. Consequently, there is an exigent need to employ the latest and most effective deep 

learning techniques for disease detection, ideally capable of identifying multiple instances of similar or distinct 

diseases within a single image [1]. To address these challenges, modern deep learning (DL) techniques are introduced 

for plant disease detection, promising superior performance. This study is focused on performance evaluation of 

YOLO models including YOLOv5, YOLOv7 and YOLOv8, for plant disease detection accuracy. A high-quality 

dataset for plant disease detection and a benchmark study result for the same dataset will be used to compare the 

model’s performance. The current study stressed on YOLO models i.e., YOLOv5, YOLOv7 and YOLOv8 to detect 

and locate multiple instances of the same or different diseases in one image, and to also work on different variations 

of leaf shape, size, color, position, and lighting conditions. 

The study is organized into sections as follows: related work section addresses YOLO evolution and literature review, 

materials and method section describe about dataset, data preprocessing and modeling, results and discussion section 

is about models’ training, hyperparameter fine tuning, models' comparison, benchmark study comparison and model 

deployment. Future work is also discussed in conclusion section. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW  

Many studies have been conducted for early plant diseases and pests’ detection to control the spread of disease on 

time. A CNN based model was developed for citrus fruit and leaf diseases detection with testing accuracy of 94.55% 

[6]. CNN based VGG16 and InceptionV3 architectures have been used to detect rice diseases and pests, it achieved 

mean validation accuracy of 97.12% [7]. ML and DL approaches are used in a variety of published literature for the 

automatic classification and detection of plant diseases [8]. DL techniques including two-stage and single-stage 

detection models have been utilized for detection of plant diseases [9] [10]. Comparison studies have concluded that 

in terms of plant disease detection, DL methods outperform ML methods [2] [9].   

YOLO is a simple and fast single-stage object detection algorithm [11]. These algorithms have simplified the object 

detection problem by adopting a single-stage approach that regresses the bounding box coordinates and calculates 

label probabilities simultaneously, thus improving efficiency and accuracy. Therefore, it determines information about 

the context of classes and their appearance. It combines individual modules of object detection into a neural network 

and contains multiple benefits over conventional object detection techniques [12].  

The original YOLO, YOLOv1, employed GoogleLeNet architecture and divided the input image into cells for object 

detection, with Non-Maximal Suppression (NMS) to refine and select the best bounding boxes. YOLO variants 

improved upon this by using Darknet-19 architecture, introducing anchor boxes for better object identification, 

clustering algorithms for bounding box generation, and multi-scale training to enhance small object detection. Further 

modifications utilized Darknet-53 architecture, anchor boxes with multiple aspect ratios and scales, and a multi-scaled 

prediction mechanism for improved object detection at various scales. The evolved YOLO models introduced 

CSPDarknet53 architecture, Cross Stage Partial (CSP) connections, and various modules like Spatial Pyramid Pooling 

(SPP), Path Aggregation Network (PANet), and Self-Adversarial Training (SAT) for superior performance and speed. 

YOLOv5 used CBS modules, C3 modules, focus module and SPP module in the backbone network, top-down FPN, 

bottom-up PAN and detects multi-scale feature maps. It incorporates multiple data augmentation techniques for 

efficient training to improve the model’s ability to generalize [13]. Further YOLO variant utilized the EfficientRep 

backbone, Rep-PAN, efficient decoupled head and Task Alignment Learning (TAL) for label assignment.  
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YOLOv7 introduced the CSPVoVNet architecture, extended ELAN, compound model scaling, and planned re-

parameterization convolution to enhance accuracy and speed. It directly integrates batch normalization with 

convolution layers and utilizes EMA model for more decisive inference.  

YOLOv8 used C2f modules, SPPF module, combination of FPN and PAN as multi-scale fusion module and adopted 

anchor-free detection approach [14]. It optimizes the loss function and employs mosaic augmentation during training 

while turning it off during the final training epochs to enhance overall performance.   

Advancements in YOLO algorithms have significantly improved the efficiency and accuracy of object detection 

systems, making them invaluable in various applications, including plant disease detection and geographical 

information science.  Several studies have previously used YOLO network models and its variations for plant disease 

detections. A modified YOLOv3 tiny model containing residual network structure with convolutional neural network 

(CNN) was used for early detection of main diseases of turmeric plant and it attained an F1 score of 83.4% [15]. A 

hybrid approach was used for automated citrus plant diseases detection in which YOLOv4 model was optimized for 

disease detection and EfficientNet model was used for classification and the study achieved F1 score and accuracy of 

95.3% and 96.4% respectively [16]. An improved version of YOLOv5 model including squeeze and excitation module 

was used to detect tomato virus diseases, it accomplished accuracy and mean average precision of 91.07% and 94.10% 

respectively [17]. An automatic detection system was developed for citrus greening disease using the YOLOv5l model 

with Micro F1 score of 85.19% [18].  

A hybrid model combining two-stage and single-stage detection networks, incorporating YOLO algorithm fused with 

Faster-RCNN, achieved a mean Average Precision (mAP) of 85.2% [10]. The single-stage detection models have 

achieved higher performance on even larger datasets compared to this hybrid model [19]. [20] used an enhanced 

YOLOv5s model, with improvements in various aspects, outperformed YOLOv4-tiny, YOLOX-s, and other models 

with a 93.1% mAP for detecting plant diseases.  

The proposed model from [21] was compared to YOLO v3 and v4, RetinaNet, EfficientNet, M2det, SSD and 

CenterNet, it achieved mAP of 93.83% and F1 score of 95.4%. Yolov5-CAct model with mAP of 94.24% was 

proposed by [19] for disease detection of multiple crop species, which used repeated augmentation, focal loss, early 

stopping for model convergence and two customized techniques for performance enhancement. YOLO-JD model 

achieved detection accuracy mAP of 96.63% and F1 score of 95.83% for jute plant disease and pests’ detection. The 

results show that mAP value of the proposed model is lower than the YOLOv5x model for some classes [22].  

A lightweight YOLOv4 model based on MobileNet v3 backbone with three tailored modules and transfer learning 

technique was developed for detection of cucumber leaves. The model attained mAP of 97.21% for detection of 

cucumber leaves [23]. A YOLOv5s based Apple-YOLO model is proposed including three customized modules for 

detection of apple leaf diseases. It achieved mAP of 96.04% and inference speed of 34 Frames Per Second (FPS) for 

detection of apple plant diseases [24]. 

A study [9] compared two-stage and single-stage detection models including CenterNet, CenterNet2, Scaled YOLO 

v4 P5/P6/P7, Faster and Cascade RCNN, Deformable DETR, DetectoRS and FoveaBox for detection of citrus plant 

diseases. It determined that CenterNet2 achieved mAP of 91.4% for detection of citrus plant diseases. The results 

show that two models achieved high accuracy for detection of different classes, CenterNet2 achieved mAP of 94.8% 

for Melanose disease detection and Scaled YOLOv4 P7 achieved higher mAP of 92.8% and 93.9% for detection of 

Anthracnose and Bacterial brown spot diseases respectively [9]. 

The YOLOv7 model [25] was used for plant disease detection and the developed model attained 65% mAP, 59% 

precision and recall of 65%. A study proposed an EFDet i.e., efficient detection model based on EfficientNet backbone, 

SSD prediction module and feature fusion module, it achieved mAP of 85.52% when compared to EfficientDet-D1, 

YOLO V5(S), YOLO V4, YOLO V3-ASFF, YOLO V3, DSSD, RetinaNet, Faster RCNN and SSD. The study results 

show that the EfficientDet-D1 model achieved a higher mAP of 85.92% [26]. YOLOv5 and Mask RCNN models 

achieved average precision (AP) of 99% for detection of Alternaria alternata and Thrips citrus diseases [27]. YOLOv7 

achieved mAP of 98.2% for tea leaf diseases in natural scene images which is better compared to CNN, Deep CNN, 

DNN, AX-Retina Net and improved DCNN [28]. Fusion Transformer (FTR) YOLO achieved mean Average Precision 

(mAP) of 90.67% for grape disease detection [29]. 

These research studies illustrate the significance of DL based object detection techniques for detection of plant 

diseases. The conducted studies have focused on various plant species and multiple diseases using diverse deep 
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learning techniques. These have revealed promising results with practical implementations e.g., development of 

automated systems for early identification of diseases and pests.  

There are many studies for plant disease detection using recent versions of YOLO models but with the improvements 

in YOLO models, there is still a research gap to evaluate the performance in the plant disease detection accuracy and 

compare it with the previous versions. The datasets used in many studies are small which may result in low 

performance of model training, have data quality issues affecting model accuracy, and lack proper validation data. To 

resolve these issues, a high-quality dataset of citrus plant disease which is properly annotated by the experts is used 

for this study [9].  

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

A. Data Collection 

The image dataset of citrus plant leaves is obtained from Conghua Orchard, Conghua District, Guangzhou, China and 

can be used to identify and locate diseases [9]. The dataset, curated for the purpose of Citrus Plant Disease Detection 

is an unstructured dataset, comprising of a collection of 2,684 images which also includes 427 images of healthy 

leaves. There are three types of citrus diseases in the dataset including Disease A: Anthracnose (37%), Disease B: 

Melanose (35%) and Disease C: Bacterial Brown Spot. The dataset contains different variations of leaf shape, size, 

color, position, and lighting conditions and has multiple cases of the same or different diseases on one leaf. Dataset is 

labelled and correctly annotated with the help of experts to accurately identify the diseases. It contains 10,332 

annotations of citrus plant diseases and these are saved in XML and JSON formats. This dataset is available for public 

usage [30] [31]. 

B. Data Pre-processing 

The data preprocessing helps to improve the data quality for further data exploration and data modeling. Data 

preprocessing of unstructured data i.e., images, involves conversion of the image annotation files to a standard format, 

maintaining dataset in a proper hierarchical structure for learning algorithms and data augmentation techniques to 

prepare data for modeling phase.  

The dataset contains RGB images of 1000 x 1000 resolution. Image annotations were converted from JSON to YOLO 

Darknet text format. Null annotations were added for the healthy images. Each line in the text file includes the object 

label, object center coordinates, height, and width. There is a numerical representation of the object label which starts 

from zero, at the start of each line in the text file. The annotations are normalized between the range of 0 and 1 so it 

can work even after image scaling. The training, validation and testing dataset, all have ‘images’ and ‘labels’ 

directories of respective data according to data split strategy. A configuration file ‘data.yaml’ has been created which 

contains information of training, validation and testing images path, number of classes and object labels array. The 

dataset is distributed into training, validation, and test segments of 70%, 20% and 10% respectively. The training 

dataset contains 1,878 RGB images of 1000 x 1000 resolution and a total of 7,095 annotations for 4 classes including 

313 healthy leaf images.  

Data augmentation techniques had already been applied on the dataset, so images are flipped horizontally and 

vertically, rotated at random angles, rotated at 900 clockwise and counterclockwise, randomly blurred, padded, 

cropped and color augmentations including brightness, contrast, saturation, and hue added. Figure 1 shows images of 

single and multiple instances of same disease on one leaf, it also shows single and multiple instances of different 

diseases on one leaf.  
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Figure 1. Dataset sample with disease bounding boxes 

C. Modeling 

The modeling phase includes training and testing of learning algorithms based on performance metric of Mean 

Average Precision at 50% to 95% Intersection over Union score i.e. mAP@50-90. The deep learning models including 

YOLOv5s, YOLOv7 and YOLOv8s were trained on the preprocessed dataset of infected and healthy leaves and 

evaluated on multiple samples with different conditions i.e., flipping, random rotation and resolution etc. to identify 

the plant disease and label the area on the image. Validation data was used to avoid model overfitting and to fine tune 

the model hyperparameters. The models were trained for 50, 100 and 200 epochs. There were multiple kinds of losses 

which are observed during training and validation phases. Box loss refers to the ability of an algorithm to locate the 

center of an object and coverage of an object by the predicted bounding box. Object loss or objectness loss refers to 

the probability of the existence of an object in the proposed area of interest. Class loss or classification loss refers to 

the ability of an algorithm to correctly predict the class of an object. The continuous box location distribution is 

Distributed Focal Loss (DFL) as a discretized probability distribution. The minimum score required for the model to 

consider a prediction to be accurate is known as the confidence threshold. The value of patience refers to the number 

of epochs to be observed with no significant improvement before stopping the training early and it helps to pick the 

best model. Figure 2 provides the steps of process flow including data preprocessing, modeling, evaluation and 

deployment. 

 

Figure 2. Process Flow Diagram 
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The performance of the developed models was evaluated based on mean Average Precision mAP@50-95. It is based 

on precision, recall and Intersection over Union (IoU) metrics. Precision is the ratio between correctly predicted plant 

disease as True and total predicted positive cases whereas recall is the ratio between correctly predicted plant diseases 

as True and total actual positive cases. 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
           (𝐸𝑞. 1)          

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
                         (𝐸𝑞. 2) 

Intersection over Union (IoU) is used to calculate the overlap between two bounding boxes using Eq. 3. If the predicted 

bounding box and ground truth are the same, then IoU is 1. If the predicted bounding box and ground truth are 

completely missed, then IoU is 0. The degree of overlap will produce a value for IoU between 0 and 1 using Eq. 3.  

𝐼𝑜𝑈 =  
𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐵𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐵𝑜𝑥 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ

𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐵𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐵𝑜𝑥 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ
     (𝐸𝑞. 3) 

Precision and recall should be higher for better performance of the model. Average Precision (AP) is described as an 

area under precision recall curve. A threshold value represents the degree of IoU e.g., 50%, and is used to evaluate a 

prediction as true positive. The IoU threshold value is changed over a range between 50% to 95% with a step of 5%, 

to reduce the bias. It will also change the precision and recall values and these value pairs can be plotted on a graph 

to view precision recall curve and average of these values is described as AP@50-95. It shows that the model is stable 

across different threshold values.  

𝑚𝐴𝑃 =  
1

𝑛
∑ 𝐴𝑃𝑘

𝑛

𝑘=1

    (𝐸𝑞. 4) 

Mean Average Precision (mAP) is the average AP of all classes, it is a performance measure for object detection and 

calculated using Eq. 4. The mAP at IoU of 50-95% i.e., mAP@50-95 is used for this study.  

A study was conducted for citrus plant disease detection on the same dataset and compared the performance of multiple 

models for disease detection [9]. So, it will be used for a performance benchmark in this study. The results of the 

benchmark study showed that the CenterNet2 model achieved the highest mAP of 91.4% for an average of all diseases. 

Further, CenterNet2 model achieved AP of 94.8% for Melanose, Scaled YOLO v4 P7 model achieved AP of 92.8% 

and AP of 93.9% for Anthracnose and Bacterial brown spot, respectively. Table 1 shows the mean average precision 

of the models for all disease detection and the best performance of the models for detection of each disease. 

Table 1. Performance Benchmark for disease detection 

Model mAP (%) Disease (AP (%)) 

Scaled YOLO v4 P7 89.3 Anthracnose (92.8),  

Bacterial Brown Spot (93.9) 

CenterNet2 91.4 Melanose (94.8) 

 

In this study, each model i.e., YOLOv5s. YOLOv7 and YOLOv8s was trained for 50, 100, 200 epochs to determine 

the gradual increase in the performance. The performance benchmark study also used maximum 200 epochs for YOLO 

models[9].  

Google Colab python environment with Tesla T4 GPU (15102 MiB), 2 CPUs and 12.7 GB RAM was used for the 

experiments. Python libraries such as PyTorch and Ultralytics were used.  
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

A. Models’ Training and Hyperparameter Fine Tuning 

The arguments and hyperparameters for model training were initially configured as IoU threshold of 0.6, optimizer 

adam with initial learning rate of 0.001, patience value of 20, batch size of 16, image size of 512, number of workers 

to 8, weight decay of 0.001, box loss gain of 7.5, class loss gain of 0.5 and object loss gain of 0.7. The batch size, 

image size and number of workers are set to optimum values according to accessible computational resources. Image 

augmentation helps to improve the model performance, so these parameters are also configured for dataset training 

i.e., hsv-hue of 0.015, hsv-saturation of 0.7, hsv-value of 0.4, images translation of 0.1, image scaling of 0.5, flip right 

left of 0.5 and image mosaic probability of 1.0. 

 

Figure 3. YOLOv5s training performance, mAP w.r.t epochs. a) for 50 Epochs, b) performance with early stopping at 67 Epochs, c) for 100 

Epochs, and d) performance for 200 Epochs 

Figure 3a shows performance metric of YOLOv5s for 50 epochs. The mAP@50-95 is 52.97% and the performance 

metric graph shows spikes in the initial epochs, but these are reducing with the number of epochs and the performance 

is gradually increasing. Training box loss, object loss and class loss were 2.18, 0.02 and 0.02, respectively. Validation 

box loss, object loss and class loss were 1.63, 0.01 and 0.02, respectively. Validation box and object losses were lower 

than training losses. Box and object losses of both training and validation are decreasing with the number of epochs. 

It is also observed that the class loss values are still decreasing with the number of epochs.  

Figure 3b shows performance metrics of YOLOv5s for early stopping at 67 epochs. The mAP@50-95 is 49.01% and 

the performance metric graph shows more spikes and model performance has reduced with the number of epochs 

which indicates a problem in the model training. The results show that performance is decreasing with more epochs 

so several hyperparameters are fine-tuned to improve the model performance i.e., IoU threshold of 0.7, weight decay 

of 0.0005, box loss gain of 0.05, class loss gain of 0.5 and object loss gain of 1.0. The image augmentation parameters 

are not changed.  

Figure 3c shows performance metrics of YOLOv5s for 100 epochs. The mAP@50-95 is 92.17% and the performance 

metric graph shows that mAP@50-95 is still increasing with the number of epochs so model performance is improving 

gradually. Whereas. Figure 3d shows performance metrics of YOLOv5s for 200 epochs. The mAP@50-95 is 93.82% 

and the performance metric graph has improved gradually compared to prior results.   

The training and validation losses of YOLOv5s for 200 epochs are shown in Figure 4. Training box loss, object loss 

and class loss are 0.0115, 0.0089 and 0.0001, respectively. Validation box loss, object loss and class loss are 0.0088, 

0.0047 and 0.0001, respectively. Validation losses are lower than training losses. The box loss and object loss for both 

training and validation are decreasing gradually and class loss for both training and validation is approaching a 

minimum. 
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Figure 4. YOLOv5s Training and Validation Losses (200 Epochs) 

YOLOv7 model was trained for 50, 100 and then 200 epochs using hyperparameters i.e., confidence threshold of 

0.001, IoU threshold of 0.7, optimizer adam with initial learning rate of 0.001, batch size of 16, image size of 512, 

weight decay of 0.0005, box loss gain of 0.05, class loss gain of 0.3 and object loss gain of 0.7. YOLOv8s model was 

trained for 50, 100 and then 200 epochs using same hyperparameters except loss values i.e., box loss gain of 7.5, class 

loss gain of 0.5 and distributed focal loss of 1.5. Image augmentation parameters for both models were configured i.e., 

hsv-hue of 0.015, hsv-saturation of 0.7, hsv-value of 0.4, images translation of 0.1, image scaling of 0.5, flip right left 

of 0.5 and image mosaic probability of 1.0. 

Models’ performance improves with a greater number of epochs, whereas the jump in performance is gradual as shown 

in Figure 5. The performance of the YOLOv5s, YOLOv7 and YOLOv8s models for disease detection has an increasing 

trend with the number of epochs and mAP@50-95 has improved to 93.9% i.e., 5.1% from 50 epochs, 92.7% i.e., 4.6% 

from 50 epochs, 96.8% i.e., 3.0% from 50 epochs, respectively. 

 

Figure 5. Validation mAP values for models w.r.t the number of epochs 

B. Models’ Comparison 

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show YOLOv5s hyperparameter fine tuning to enhance model performance and model training 

w.r.t number of epochs. Figure 5 shows comparison of YOLOv5s, YOLOv7 and YOLOv8s models’ training w.r.t 

number of epochs which helps to analyze models’ performance on training and validation dataset. The results show 

that YOLOv8s has comparatively performed better in each number of epochs for citrus disease detection.  
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Mean average precision of YOLOv5s, YOLOv7 and YOLOv8s models’ detection results of all diseases on train, test, 

and validation datasets after model training for 200 epochs are shown in Figure 6. YOLOv5s model has performed 

better on test data with mAP@50-95 of 94.2%. YOLOv7 has shown almost similar results for train, test, and validation 

with mAP@50-95 of 92.5%, 92.6% and 92.7% respectively. YOLOv8s model trained and validated for 200 epochs 

has performed better compared to YOLOv5s and YOLOv7 in training, testing and validation for detection of all citrus 

diseases i.e., mAP@50-95 of 96.8% on validation dataset. 

 

Figure 6. Overall mAP values for all diseases detection for train, test, and validation datasets of the 200 epochs trained models 

The performance comparison of YOLOv5s, YOLOv7, YOLOv8s models for detection of each disease on the test 

dataset is shown in Figure 7. YOLOv8s has achieved the highest detection accuracy for each disease compared to 

YOLOv5s and YOLOv7. So, YOLOv8s model is the best model for each disease detection on current dataset with 

mAP@50-95 of 95.5%, 96.9% and 97.1% for Disease-A, Disease-B and Disease-C, respectively.  

 

Figure 7. mAP Performance comparison of YOLOv5s, YOLOv7, YOLOv8s models for detection of each citrus disease on the test dataset 

Mean average precision of YOLOv8s model trained for 200 epochs, on validation and test dataset for detection of 

each disease and all classes is shown in Figure 8.  
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Figure 8. YOLOv8s final trained model mAP values for each disease on validation and test dataset 

The trained YOLOv8s model trained for 200 epochs shows accurate predicted bounding boxes and labels with high 

confidence values as shown in Figure 9. YOLOv8s has correctly identified the healthy leaf, detected and labeled the 

diseases in the test dataset including single and multiple instances of same and different diseases in one image. 

 

Figure 9. Predicted bounding boxes and labels with confidence value (YOLOv8s - Test Data) 

It is determined from the experimental results that YOLOv5s, YOLOv7 and YOLOv8s models trained and validated 

for 200 epochs on the dataset have performed better than models trained for 50 and 100 epochs. YOLOv8s model 

trained for 200 epochs has achieved the highest performance compared to YOLOv5s and YOLOv7, for detection of 

each citrus disease and for mean average precision of all diseases. 

C. Benchmark Study Comparison 

The comparison between benchmark study models and YOLOv8s model of this study for single disease detection as 

shown in Figure 10 represent the conclusion that YOLOV8s has achieved higher performance than benchmark study 

results for citrus disease detection i.e., mAP of 95.3%, 96.0% and 97.0% for Disease-A, Disease-B and Disease-C, 

respectively. 
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Figure 10. Benchmark Performance Comparison for Single and all Disease Detection 

Figure 10 also shows performance comparison between benchmark study model CenterNet2 and YOLOv8s model for 

all citrus disease detection. YOLOv8s has achieved higher performance compared to benchmark study results i.e., 

mAP of 96.1% with a 5.1% improvement over CenterNet2 baseline. Based on the results, it can be stated that 

YOLOv8s model has achieved higher accuracy compared to benchmark study results for detection of each disease as 

well as mean average precision for detection of all citrus plant diseases on CCL’20 dataset. 

D. Model Deployment 

YOLOv8s model trained and validated for 200 epochs was the best model used for citrus plant disease detection and 

had been deployed on Roboflow platform [32]. Figure 11 shows the web interface to upload an image for detection of 

citrus plant disease on the test dataset. 

 

Figure 11. Web Interface of the deployed model 

The user can register/sign in and select Model from the side menu to upload an image to test the model. Confidence 

and overlap threshold can be changed using sliders and label display mode can be changed from the dropdown menu. 

Samples from the test set are already available to test the model for citrus plant disease detection.  

The main objectives effectively achieved in this study are, YOLOv5s, YOLOv7 and YOLOv8s models have been 

developed to detect and locate multiple cases of the same and different diseases in one image, it can also work on 

different variations of leaf shape, size, color, position and lighting conditions. Developed models have been evaluated 

based on performance metric of mean average precision mAP@50-95%. YOLOv8s model has been deployed on a 

web interface and can be used to view the detected citrus plant diseases on the test dataset. 
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V. CONCLUSION  

The study focused on YOLOv5, YOLOv7 and YOLOv8 models for citrus plant disease detection. YOLOv8s has 

achieved 96.1% mAP@50-95% for citrus disease detection and mAP@50-95% of 95.3%, 96.0% and 97.0% for 

detection of Anthracnose, Melanose and Bacterial Brown Spot diseases, respectively. The developed model for 

detection of citrus diseases can significantly help the farmers to identify the disease and locate the infected region, 

improve crop yield production, efficient usage of resources, reduce cost and environmental effects. The model will 

also enable the potential for applications of Precision Agriculture Technologies (PATs).   

The developed model is small and can be used for IoT devices e.g., precision agriculture technologies, however, larger 

models such as YOLOv8m, YOLOv8l and YOLOv8x can be custom trained for more datasets and complex scenarios. 

The model has better detection speed and accuracy in experimental results, but it needs to be further experimented for 

real-time detection in real-world scenarios. 

For future work, the developed model should be trained and validated on multiple datasets for different plant species 

disease detection. The developed model can be integrated with PATs e.g., an aerial high resolution imagery crop 

survey drone and custom developed application based on Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) for field location 

marking, to detect the plant diseases and locate the infected field areas which can be helpful to plan and execute 

pesticide spray activity, control the disease, and increase crop productivity. 
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